
„Is this a medicine for the virus? I have to examine it.” 

The Polish doctor went to another laboratory and after a long time, he discovered something 

new. He called the old nurse to help him with this strange substance. They both decided to 

check this liquid on one of the patients that had the virus. When they gave the probe to the 

patient, suddenly something happened. The man felt better and stopped sneezing and coughing. 

They looked at one another and shouted: „It’s incredible! We’ve discovered a new antidote to 

the virus!” They were all very happy. The stork that was looking from behind the window, 

offered to help them together with other storks that came to the castle. The Polish doctor and 

old nurse agreed on the help offered and so they started producing more of the antidote. Thanks 

to the storks that brought more parcels with pieces of amber from the fisherman and other 

people who wanted to help to defeat the virus this idea became really possible. King Pedro and 

Queen Constança were informed about what had happened, so they asked storks if they could 

flew to other countries and deliver antidote to other doctors. They were happy to help, so they 

packed all the antidotes to their beaks and started their long journey around the world. When 

the storks cured all the ill people, they started to cheer and were all very happy. After two days 

of long return to the castle, King Pedro and Queen Constança congratulated the storks and gave 

each of them a medal of honour. For this ocasion King and Queen invited everyone to celebrate 

a victory. They were dancing and singing for five days and from then on the stork became the 

international symbol of good news. (written by Poland) 

THE END 


